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The CQGRD has had extensive experience in conducting HIAs since 2007. Similar 
to national trends, these HIAs tend to focus on project-level appraisals. However, a 
more recent push to expand the scope of HIA to the regional level is imminent. This 
trend is apparent with endorsements from governmental agencies such as the 
FHWA to integrate health into regional transportation planning.
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The CQGRD has had extensive experience in conducting HIA since 2005. 
Prominent examples include the Atlanta Beltline HIA and more recently the HIA of 
the PLAN 2040.



The Atlanta Regional Commission plays the dual roles of being a Regional 
Commission and Metropolitan Planning Organization entrusted with regional 
development  as well as regional transportation planning. The map characterizes 
four different jurisdictional boundaries based on the different functions that the 
agency is responsible for. This dual-role provides a great opportunity to create an 
integrated approach to health.

Increasing trends in regional planning as influenced by 

Why is the region important: imp actor in vitality and health

Be systematic in dealing with health but challenging to planning process

Potential to change planning processes
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The PLAN 2040 process was initiated in Feb 2009 and completed in July 2011. It is 
a unique effort that combines land use and transportation planning, particularly in its 
potential to impact health. The Georgia Department of Community Affairs 
determines a series of requirements for the ARC with regard to regional 
development. These requirements and their corresponding PLAN 2040 
documentation are outlined in the table. These requirements include creating a 
vision, providing a framework for future land use as well as a strategy for 
implementation.

However, it is more exciting for me to discuss what opportunities this provides by 
way of integrating health into Regional Planning:

1. The Regional Transportation and Land Use planning by an MPO is a federally 
mandated process. This provides a great opportunity in institutionalizing HIA 
within the regional planning process.

2. The Plan components themselves offer great opportunities for health:

Vision, Regional Issues and Opportunities- Screening, Scoping and Assessment of 
health

Implementation- Provide a roadmap of collaboration for federal, state and local 
partners. How do we get public health agencies more involved?
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The Atlanta Regional Commission has already embraced health as an essential 
element of a thriving and productive region in several important ways.  Specifically 
many of ARC’s activities deal with the social determinants of health in indirect ways. 
Planning and visioning efforts that consider sustainability, equity, aging, housing, 
transportation, land development, energy, and many other topics also touch on the 
elements of a complete, healthful community. 

However. Health not effectively operstionalized it.
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In a comparison of disease rates, the Atlanta Region appears to have higher 
mortality rates for hypertension, HIV and infant mortality compared to the nation.
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These maps provide a quick overview of existing health conditions in the region and 
potential relationships with other social determinants, particularly poverty. Two 
important points:

1. Data available in incompatible scales. More granular health data required to 
detect health disparities between neighborhoods at the regional scale. Need 
coordination between planning and public health agencies.

2. Spatial mapping of several socioeconomic indicators show greater disparities in 
the southern part of the Atlanta region.
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Discuss how each Topic impacts health at the regional scale. 

Safety & Security:

Death & disability caused by traffic crashes and violent crime; 

Impact of perceived risk on healthful behaviors

Access, Equity, & Economy

Equitable access to jobs, housing, services, and goods

Interrelationship between economic status and health through productivity and 
opportunity, cost of healthy food and housing, cost of transportation access to 
health care, mental health, and crime

Regional economic impact of health and economic disparities

Physical Activity

Role of physical activity in various diseases/leading causes of death; 

Role of environment in utilitarian versus intentional physical activity; 

Actual physical activity rates

Environment & Ecology

Exposure to nature

Air, noise, water and soil pollution

Urban climate and global climate change
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Environmental justice 

Contribution of environmental hazards to disease

Civic Life

Public life & social connection

Definition of health includes emotional well-being and ability to cope with environment
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It should be clear how I use this map.
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LCI gives individual communities the opportunity to apply for the resources 
necessary to create and implement plans that link transportation improvements with 
land use development strategies, and thus improve the quality of life for residents. 
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Spatial integration: health needs to be a preemptive practice, understanding of 
health determinants needs to be widened, development of corresponding metrics
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Never overwhelm audience with too much info. 


